
A DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT REASONS WHY CHILDREN OF THE

PRESENT GENERETION ARE BECOMING DISRESPEC

Originally Answered: Why do so many kids and teens disrespect their parents? Children from my generation would
NEVER talk back to their parents. Because of this pampering attitude towards their children parents often ignore the
Being a parent it is your responsibility to correct their disrespectful.

The other is diet which has to do with marketing and eating decisions made more by the adults around them.
Part of that may is due to decreased physical activity more later. Take a moment and consider how you feel
when you have something that is weighing on you that no one will listen to or you lack the words to properly
express. It is the difference though between using intrinsic motivation and external reinforcement and
punishment. They deserve, my response to that is, the kids have joined your club. Back talk is a trigger button
for most parents. Adults have been personally victimized with the heinous words and physical abuse of
children and adolescents. Then they can feel there is really no place to escape. Part of that is that children
today are less likely to have had sex early and more likely to use protection when they do. The fact is harsh
physical punishment has been shown to be counterproductive. Express your concern about how the child
expressed those feelings or desires. I get it. Disrespect was deeply feared in the past because there would be
severe consequences in result of the flippant behavior towards adults. One of those things that children learn is
disrespect. Modeling or teaching respect can be a challenging part of your positive discipline strategy. The
point is, if you see spanking as the only solution or the only tool in your kit then you are missing out on a lot
of what could improve your children and your life. Not to mention the fact that their self-esteem is crap at that
point which can lead to so many other issues. They need to be free to occasionally fall and fail and learn from
it. We're at a point now where the expectations of younger people are very, very high. So were they poor
parents or did they raise their kids to be poor parents? A response that addresses the underlying reason. We
had been running errands all afternoon, naptime had been skipped, and lunch was running a bit late. At the
same time, society enables them to the point that, when they do something wrong, no one under the elder's
authority is allowed to treat the elder the way they treated the younger individual. If they do ask respectfully,
you are at least willing to consider the request and might grant it, depending on what it is. The way people
raise their children has much to do with how they were raised and the area that they live. While I firmly
believe that no parent or person should be subjected to back talk or verbal abuse, it is a normal part of
childhood development. I get why some parents feel it necessary. If you give it attention, it will get worse.
Although responses may differ slightly, based on the root issue, here are examples for each reason above.
Therefore, they are showing you they need to spend less time with those people and their social time will be
cut back. With changes to every day human life comes with changes to human behavior. These feelings need
to be released and addressed. I will say though that punishment and discipline are not even close to the same
thing. Offer an acceptable way for the child to be heard. Punishment forces your child to swallow their intense
feelings which can result in those emotions resurfacing and erupting in a different form. This work along with
other ways women are changing society makes men of a certain ilk feel at a loss. And here's the biggie, they
are highly idealistic in their views of their time to the extent that they poorly judge the modern world. Take
those economic issues and put them on top of environmental and social concerns for the youth along with a
feeling that their voice is being discounted and you can understand the frustration. In any parenting challenge,
you always start by identifying why the child is behaving that way. Of course this is in the past. Has It
Changed? Parents themselves often use harsh and demeaning terms to talk to their children. Disrespectful - a
lot of Elders today are disrespectful. Also their sense of connection and wonder about the universe and the
purpose of life is above some other generations. Yes, part of that is because there is a medium to broadcast
their ignorance and to view the recklessness of others.


